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Dear Professor Smith, 

Competition & Markets Authority (CMA) Retail banking market investigation: Provisional findings 
report 

We welcome the opportunity to respond to the CMA's Retail banking market investigation 
Provisional findings report and Notice of possible remedies. 

As you know, Virgin Money is a growing challenger bank which is looking to expand its presence in 
the UK retail banking market, including in personal current accounts (PCAs). We have also recently 
announced our intention to enter the SME market, but have largely restricted our comments in this 
submission to the CMA's analysis and proposed remedies with regard to the PCA market. 

We believe that free-if-in -credit (FllC) banking contributes to low levels of consumer engagement 
and switching 

We concur with the CMA's provisional finding in relation to the PCA market - namely that "a 
combination of low customer engagement, barriers to searching and switching and incumbency 
advantages in the provision of PCAs in both GB and NI is leading to adverse effects on competition 
(AECs)". 

We agree that the low level of customer engagement means that the discipline imposed by 
customers on banks, through switching and the threat of switching, is not as strong as it would be if 
customers were more engaged. 

We think that a root cause of the low level of customer engagement and of switching is the FllC 
banking model. We note the CMA's comment that "Fl lC reduces to some extent awareness of the 
costs (direct and indirect) that customers are incurring" and its recognition that "it is possible that 
FllC has some impact on the lack of customer engagement". Given this, we are surprised by the 
CMA's statement that, "we have not found that the FllC model is contributing to low switching 
ra tes". 

We believe that the prevalence of FllC banking, together with the fact that the four large 
incumbent banks are widely perceived to look very similar to each other, contributes to both weak 
customer engagement and low switching. The complexity and opacity of pricing under the FllC 
model makes it very hard for customers to assess the true cost of their PCA banking, for charges 
made and for interest foregone, and even harder to assess the cost of PCAs of other banks. Our 
view is that this has a negative impact on customers' incentives and ability to search and switch 
PCAs, and is an important reason for the limited increase in switching following the introduction of 
the current account switching service (CASS) . 
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We think that a market will work best for customers where firms compete on headline prices, which 
customers can easily understand, and service quality. We find it d ifficult to think of examples of a 
market which works well for consumers in the absence of headline prices and/or where 
competition takes place primarily over non-prominent fees and add-on products. Indeed, we 
would argue that such pricing structures are more likely to result in consumer detriment. 

We are concerned that FllC leads to significant cross-subsidies, which may be regressive 

We note that the CMA's own ana lysis shows that the FllC model continues to lead to significant 
c ross-subsidies between different groups of PCA customers. The CMA has estimated that 543 of 
PCA customers did not incur charges for usage of their PCA in the last quarter of 2014, whilst 463 
incurred c harges, the most common being overdraft charges. Also, the CMA has found that, on 
average, PCA customers could save £70 a year by switching to the cheapest product, and that 
overdraft users could save £ 140 to £260 a year. This supports our view that the PCA market is not 
delivering good outcomes for many customers. 

Although, as the CMA says, free banking meets the requirements of many customers, it seems 
unfair tha t customers who e njoy genuinely free banking should be cross-subsidised by users of 
overdrafts. This is because, as the CMA recognises, this group is likely to include customers who are 
less a ffluent, less educated, less likely to switch, and vulnerable to price discrimination. 

We were therefore disappointed that the CMA did not focus on cross-subsid ies in its Provisional 
findings report. We think that the CMA should do further analysis on the extent and scale of cross-
subsidies within the PCA market, and consider whether these cross-subsidies are excessive, unfair 
and/or regressive. 

We believe that well targeted interventions by the CMA could encourage a market-driven move 
away from FllC 

We think that a move away from the FllC banking model would act as a significant prompt for 
customers to assess the alternatives and to consider switching. However, we recognise that a move 
away from FllC banking is not easy. As the CMA has recognised, FllC banking is popular with many 
customers. Also, any firm that unilatera lly moved away from FllC could lose significant market share, 
whilst any coordinated move away from FllC could lead to charges of collusion. 

However, we note some encouraging trends in the market, such as the introduction of reward 
accounts, particularly the Santander 123 account, which may lead to a broader move away from 
FllC banking in a way that could deliver better value and greater transparency for customers. 

We think that the CMA should encourage this move by limiting 'hidden' charges which may be 
considered excessive, unfa ir and/or regressive. Such remedies would be consistent with 
interventions to limit and then ban mobile roaming charges and to limit debit and credit card 
interchange fees. If the CMA is unable to restric t such charges because of limitations on its powers, 
or unable to do so because of the limitations of its financial analysis, we suggest that it should give 
further consideration to measures to control outcomes suc h as requiring banks to pay c redit interest 
on PCAs at or above a minimum level. We think that this would lead to PCAs similar to reward 
accounts, with pricing that would be easier for consumers to understand than on reward accounts 
which o ffer attractive headline rates, but for only up to limited amounts. 

We think it is necessary to resolve the issue as to whether PCAs are profitable (on a standalone 
basis) or are loss-leaders 

We note the CMA's finding that PCAs are profitable in their own right and its conclusion that selling 
additional p roducts to PCA customers is not a fundamental driver of PCA competition. We a re 
surprised by these statements. The finding that most PCAs are profitable is based on information 
supplied by banks, and it contradic ts previous comments by Lord Turner, who thought that PCAs 
were a loss-leader for the large incumbent banks. The conclusion that the prospect of cross-selling 
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